
 

 

 

                                                                                                                                                     

Ref. No. BBPS/DW/2023         June 2, 2023 

In the words of George Bernard Shaw, “Progress is impossible without change, and those who 

cannot change their minds cannot change anything.” 

 

Dear Parent 

 

Warm greetings! 

Environment Day is a global event, a special day to realize the importance of our Mother Earth. 

It is the time to thank nature for all its bounties. We invite all parents to join us for this special 

occasion and actively participate with their children in the following eco-smart activities that 

promote sustainability, conservation, and environmental awareness. By engaging in these 

activities, we aim to instill a sense of responsibility and foster a deeper understanding of the 

importance of protecting our planet. 

 

Class I – III 

Plant a Tree Together: Get your hands dirty and contribute to reforestation efforts by planting 

a tree in your backyard or a nearby green space. Teach your child about the benefits of trees, their 

role in combating climate change, and the importance of sustainable forestry. 

Class IV – V 

DIY Eco-Crafts: Engage in do-it-yourself eco-friendly crafts using recyclable materials. 

Encourage your child's creativity by making artworks, bird feeders, or useful household items 

from recycled materials.  

Class VI – VIII 

Nature-inspired Art: Encourage your child's artistic skills by engaging in nature-inspired art 

activities. Use natural materials such as leaves, flowers, and stones to create beautiful artwork. 

Explore different techniques like leaf rubbing, painting with natural pigments, or creating 

mandalas with natural elements.  

Class IX - X 

Make a one-minute video on ‘My Vision of my Planet Earth’ using any medium of 

expression: a poster, painting, song (even rap), recitation of a self - composed poem, short dance 

recital, meme, mono-acting etc. that will showcase your vision.  

 

All are required to share pictures or videos of their activities/ creations with the class teachers by 

Monday, 5 June, 2023.  

We believe that by engaging in these activities as a family, we can inspire a generation of 

environmentally conscious individuals who will strive for a greener and more sustainable future. 

Together, we can make a difference. 

Regards 

 

 

 

Suruchi Gandhi 

Principal 
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